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a b s t r a c t 

An emission spectrum of H 2 
16 O has been recorded, with Doppler-limited resolution, at 1943 K using Hot 

Gas Molecular Emission (HOTGAME) spectroscopy. The wavenumber range covered is 6600 to 7050 cm 

−1 . 

This work reports the analysis and subsequent assignment of close to 3700 H 2 
16 O transitions out of 

a total of more than 6700 measured peaks. The analysis is based on the Measured Active Rotational- 

Vibrational Energy Levels (MARVEL) energy levels of H 2 
16 O determined in 2013 and emission line in- 

tensities obtained from accurate variational nuclear-motion computations. The analysis of the spectrum 

yields about 1300 transitions not measured previously and 23 experimentally previously unidentified 

rovibrational energy levels. The accuracy of the line positions and intensities used in the analysis was 

improved with the spectrum deconvolution software SyMath via creating a peak list corresponding to 

the dense emission spectrum. The extensive list of labeled transitions and the new experimental energy 

levels obtained are deposited in the Supplementary Material of this article as well as in the ReSpecTh 
( http://www.respecth.hu ) information system. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Water is the most abundant polyatomic molecule in the

universe. The spectroscopic detection and quantification of the

amount of water vapor in different environments is a fundamen-

tal task in several areas of chemistry, spectroscopy, astronomy,

and remote sensing. Due to the numerous analytical applications

there is strong interest in the detailed laboratory investigation of

the high-resolution spectra of water vapor from the microwave

to the ultraviolet [1–7] . For H 2 
16 O, more than 100 experimental

high-resolution spectroscopic studies have been published, Ten-

nyson et al. [4] provides a hopefully complete list up to 2013.

These measurements provide an excellent coverage of the rovibra-

tional levels of H 2 
16 O up to 15 0 0 0 cm 

−1 . This coverage extends

significantly above the barrier to linearity of H 2 
16 O, which is about

11 100 cm 

−1 [8–11] . Transitions covering the highly excited levels

beyond 15 0 0 0 cm 

−1 have been measured only sporadically, though

gradually more and more energy levels have become available up

to the first dissociation limit [12] and even beyond [13,14] . 
∗ Corresponding authors. 
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For analytical applications of high-resolution molecular spec-

roscopy a list of transition wavenumbers and intensities are

eeded, their collection is often referred to as a line list. For some

riatomic molecules, most notably HCN, it is possible to cover ex-

erimentally the complete list up to very high energy with a rel-

tive accuracy better than 10 −7 [15,16] . The existence of a list

n which not a single eigenenergy of the molecular system is

issing, combined with highly accurate ab initio intensity com-

utations, allows accurate analytical analysis of HCN sources even

t high temperatures. The measurement and the analysis of the

CN eigenenergies originates from a single laboratory; this en-

ures the internal consistency and accuracy of the eigenenergy

ist. 

For water, experimental data sets have been reported by many

aboratories, they are based on different experiments with tran-

itions measured with very different accuracy and precision. The

ore than 100 data sets highly overlap and the eigenenergies re-

orted in the individual sources have been based on a limited

umber of experiments. As part of an IUPAC-sponsored research

ffort [4,5,17–19] the complete set of so far published experimental

pectroscopic information obtained from the assignment of high-

esolution absorption and emission spectra for nine water isotopo-

ogues, H 

16 O, H 

17 O, H 

18 O, HD 

16 O, HD 

17 O, HD 

18 O, D 

16 O, D 

17 O,
2 2 2 2 2 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the measured H 2 
16 O emission spectrum. a.u. = arbitrary unit. 

The inset shows a narrow portion of the spectrum, all of the small features corre- 

spond to an emission peak. Due to the high signal to noise ratio, the noise level is 

smaller than the smallest feature one can see on these figures. 
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nd D 2 
18 O, has been collected and analyzed. The experimental

pectroscopic knowledge has been organized based on the con-

ept of spectroscopic networks (SN) [20–22] . The conversion of

he measured rovibrational transitions to energy levels is based on

he MARVEL (Measured Active Rotational-Vibrational Energy Lev-

ls) protocol [22–25] built upon the idea of SNs, while utilizing

eavily first-principles computed data [26,27] . The current MAR-

EL list of H 2 
16 O eigenenergies [4] is complete up to 7500 cm 

−1 . 

High-temperature water spectra contain a huge number of tran-

itions not observed and/or assigned to date. The analysis of hot

pectra allows the characterization of new energy levels and can

xtend significantly the database of rovibrational levels. Accurate

ransition wavenumbers for which the lower and upper levels have

lready been determined can improve substantially the accuracy of

he eigenenergies determined via the MARVEL protocol. The most

ignificant contribution to this improvement comes from transi-

ions connecting lower and upper levels defining new spectro-

copic basic cycles [28] and from transitions connecting energy

evel sets of different previous measurements or those determined

rom measurements with low accuracy. In this work we report

he analysis of a near-infrared water emission spectrum in which

e assigned about 40 0 0 transitions, connecting for the first time

any previously determined energy levels. Including these tran-

itions in the MARVEL protocol we have improved the accuracy

f the energies of many highly excited rovibrational states, where

he previous accuracy was only about 0.02 cm 

−1 (see Section 4.5

elow). 

A number of spectroscopic studies exists [8,29–50] investigat-

ng warm (between 400 and 700 K) and hot (up to 3000 K) H 2 
16 O

pectra. The hottest emission spectra of H 2 
16 O have been recorded

n the laboratory in an oxy-acetylene flame at about 30 0 0 K [46] ,

hile the absorption spectra recorded in sunspots correspond to

 temperature of about 3200 K [51] . Sunspots provide a very rich

ource of spectroscopic data on water [40] , and many lines, which

re almost certainly due to hot water, still need to be assigned.

ot spectra are rich in relatively high- J (where J is the quantum

umber corresponding to the overall rotation of the molecule) and

ot-band transitions, often with significant bending excitation [52–

4] . The transitions observed in emission often have an increased

hance of misassignment and mislabeling. A significant hindrance

n the utilization of hot emission spectra is that it is usually not

ossible to obtain line positions with the same accuracy as those

oming from absorption spectra recorded at room temperature.

his is due to the increased Doppler width of the transitions and,

n the case of atmospheric pressure spectra such as those recorded

n flames, significant pressure broadenings and pressure shifts. The

xtended linewidth and the high density of observable transitions

lso lead to a very large number of blended transitions, which

laces a further constraint on the accuracy with which the posi-

ions of the individual peaks can be determined. 

The emission spectrum recorded in Gießen and reported in

ig. 1 has several outstanding features: constant temperature of

he hot molecular gas, low gas pressure (less than 20 mbar), re-

roducible emission line intensities with an accuracy usually bet-

er than 10%, almost fully resolvable spectral features (after the fi-

al deconvolution analysis), and high signal to noise ratio, up to

0 0 0 0, due to the very low level of the modulated and not mod-

lated background radiation. The simultaneous fulfillment of these

haracteristics and the use of a special emission spectrum analy-

is program are the strengths of the experimental apparatus de-

eloped in Gießen. These important characteristics allow us to ex-

ract accurate line positions and intensities from up to 20 0 0 K hot

mission spectra in general and improve the MARVEL list of energy

evels for H 

16 O in particular. 
2 

T  

n

In this work we apply MARVEL energy levels [4,5] , emission

ine intensities coming from the so-called BT2 database [55] , and a

omputerized search algorithm to analyze a high-resolution emis-

ion spectrum, taken in Gießen at 1943 K, of the main water

sotopologue, H 2 
16 O. It is our hope that the present study not

nly provides important new transition and energy-level data but

lso improves upon the methodology how high-resolution emis-

ion spectra of stable molecules are analyzed and assigned. 

. The MARVEL/BT2 (MB) peak list 

Due to the assumed simplicity of the water molecule, it has

een a favorite subject of variational nuclear motion computa-

ions [13,27,55–65] . As a result of considerable advancement in

he field of computational quantum chemistry [26] , systematic and

ostly automated comparisons between the results of state-of-the-

rt variational nuclear motion computations and experiment are

ossible and they prove to be highly instructive. 

In this study the BT2 line list [55] has been used; this line

ist was computed using a spectroscopically determined PES [59] ,

n ab initio DMS [58] , and the DVR3D [66] nuclear-motion pro-

ram suite. A BT2 transition list was generated in the wavenumber

ange of the experiment, containing the complete set of transitions

ikely to be observed in the emission spectrum of Fig. 1 . The emis-

ion intensities are extremely important when assigning measured

mission spectra. The BT2 line list contains Einstein A if coefficients

or each transition; these Einstein- A coefficients have been used to

ompute the emission spectrum at 1943 K. 

Measured spectra of H 2 
16 O vapor are basically a superposition

f two separate spectra, those of ortho -H 2 
16 O and para -H 2 

16 O. The

trongly forbidden transitions between the two nuclear-spin iso-

ers have never been observed [67] . In the language of network

heory [20,68] , the transitions present in the spectra of H 2 
16 O are

art of two rooted components, o -H 2 
16 O and p -H 2 

16 O. 

For consistency and to maintain a single set of uniform labels

or all levels, we chose to label rovibrational states and transitions

ollowing the recommendations of Tennyson et al. [4] . Thus, vi-

rations are labeled employing the usual normal-mode notation,

 v 1 v 2 v 3 ), while for the rotations we use the standard asymmetric-

op quantum numbers [ JK a K c ] or J K a K c . Driven by the required

niqueness of the labels, the rotation-vibration levels of H 2 
16 O are

dentified in this study by altogether six labels: ( v 1 v 2 v 3 ) [ JK a K c ].

he individual labels of the rovibrational states established by Ten-

yson et al. [4] were utilized unchanged. 
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Fig. 2. Differences between the MARVEL and the calibrated experimental line po- 

sitions for 53 selected peaks in the 6700–7000 cm 

−1 region. The intensity of the 

selected transitions is increasing from left to right from 0.002 to 0.039 a.u., where 

a.u. = arbitrary unit (see Fig. 1 ). The mean precision of the 53 MARVEL transition 

wavenumbers (determined in the MARVEL analysis) is 0.002 cm 

−1 . 

Fig. 3. Intensity calibration plot of the emission spectrum using the 200 most 

intense peaks. As expected, the intensity calibration curve is a simple linear 

curve. The inset shows the plot of the final intensity-calibrated SyMath lineshape 

database, where the number of low-intensity peaks included in the deconvolution 

was significantly increased. The measured line intensity is in outstanding agreement 

with the first-principles BT2 results. 
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After carefully matching the BT2 indices of the transition list

and the labels of the MARVEL energy levels, pairs of experimental

transition wavenumbers and experimental-quality intensities are

obtained. We used this combined MARVEL/BT2 (henceforth MB)

line list during the analysis of the high-resolution emission spec-

trum recorded. 

3. Experimental details 

The emission experiment is described in detail in a previous pa-

per [69] , which the reader is referred to for details. Thus, only a

brief description of the experimental setup is given here. 

The emission spectrum was recorded by replacing the spec-

trometer’s near infrared source with a hot Al 2 O 3 cell. The cell was

fitted with CaF 2 windows and filled with 14.6 mbar of water va-

por. The spectrum was recorded using an InSb quantum detector.

The emitted radiation was focused by the transfer optics and an

iris was used to block out the black-body radiation emitted from

the inner surface of the emission cell. The experimental appara-

tus was optimized to reduce the shot noise present in the emis-

sion spectrum by eliminating the photons not emitted by the wa-

ter molecules. The windows and the ends of the cell were kept at

room temperature using water-cooled collars. To minimize the self-

absorption and temperature inhomogeneity effects on the emis-

sion line shapes the length of the cell outside the oven was only

120 mm. A power spectrum from 1700 two-sided interferograms

has been recorded with a resolution corresponding to 0.05 cm 

−1 

full width at half height of the instrumental lineshape. A back-

ground spectrum recorded with the empty cell was used to extract

the residual Planck emission background. The single-beam spec-

trum had a few absorption lines, these lines show up in the cor-

rected emission spectrum as negative spectral features. 

Fig. 1 shows an overview of the background-corrected emis-

sion spectrum. The most intense line in the spectrum, at about

6973 cm 

−1 corresponds to the following ortho –para pair of the

(1 0 1) ← (0 0 0) excitation: 11 1 , 11 − 12 1 , 12 and 11 0 , 11 − 12 0 , 12 at

6972.7479 and 6972.7410 cm 

−1 respectively. There are several very

intense lines, forming part of the fairly regular (1 0 1) ← (0 0 0)

progression, on the left and right of the 6973 cm 

−1 peak. These

transitions are characterized by the following changes in the ro-

tational quantum numbers: (J − 1) 0 ,J−1 − J 0 ,J and (J − 1) 1 ,J−1 − J 1 ,J .

The separation of these lines is approximately 25–32 cm 

−1 the po-

sitions of the ortho lines are {6998.17, 6972.75, 6946.58, 6919.95,

6 892.74, 6 864.98, 6 836.6 8, 6 807.84, 6778.46, 6748.56, 6718.18,

6 687.15, 6 655.72, 6 623.76} cm 

−1 for J = 11 − 24 . The splittings of

the ortho –para pairs are small, 0.0704 cm 

−1 for J = 11 and 0.0 0 04

cm 

−1 for J = 22 . Other nice and clear (1 0 1) ← (0 0 0) progres-

sions can also be found in the spectrum, with very regular differ-

ences but considerably larger ortho –para separations (in line with

expectation). These transitions are characterized by the following

quantum number changes: (J − 1) 1 ,J−2 − J 1 ,J−1 , (J − 1) 2 ,J−2 − J 2 ,J−1 ,

(J − 1) 2 ,J−3 − J 2 ,J−2 , and (J − 1) 3 ,J−3 − J 3 ,J−3 . As expected, J varies

between 8 and 16 for these transitions. 

We used the MB peak list to calibrate the line positions and

the intensities of the emission lines. Fig. 2 shows the differences

between a set of 53 selected MARVEL transitions and the corre-

sponding experimental line positions. The mean measurement un-

certainty for these peaks in the MARVEL database is 0.002 cm 

−1 .

The set includes peaks with relatively low as well as high inten-

sity and peak positions determined during the deconvolution pro-

cedure from overlapping peaks. During the wavenumber calibra-

tion we assumed that due to the use of the MARVEL protocol the

calculated transition wavenumbers are free from calibration errors.

From Fig. 2 we can deduce an upper limit for the accuracy of the

measured line positions, 0.003 cm 

−1 . 
Fig. 3 shows the intensity calibration plot using the 200

ost intense unsaturated peaks showing no self-absorption effects.

learly, the measured line intensities are in excellent agreement

ith the first-principles BT2 results, see, in particular, the inset

f Fig. 3 . Thus, it is expected that almost all computed intensities

hould have a discrepancy less than 25% when compared to the

resent experimental peak intensities. 

The SyMath [69] spectrum deconvolution program was used to

xtract the measured line positions and relative intensities. First,

n initial guess of the line positions and intensities have been

alculated using SyMath ’s second-derivative peak-finding routine.

ixing the line widths to an average value an initial SyMath line-

hape database was set up using Doppler lineshapes. In the second

tep the automated fit routine was used to fit the positions and in-

ensities. In the third, visual-inspection step the peak list was fur-

her improved by inserting or deleting peaks manually. This proce-

ure resulted in the starting peak list we used during the analysis

f the measured emission spectrum. 

The deconvolution procedure described by Mellau et al. [69] in

etail is based on the simultaneous, step-by-step determination of

he spectroscopic parameters of an effective Hamiltonian and of

he corresponding deconvoluted peak list. The predictions, within

xperimental accuracy, of the positions and intensities for blended
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Fig. 4. A well-resolved, high-intensity line in the experimental emission spectrum 

of H 2 
16 O. The line consists of two nearby peaks with similar intensities. If the posi- 

tion and the intensity of one of the lines is fixed during the lineshape analysis, the 

experimental line position of the second line agrees with the transition wavenum- 

ber calculated using the MARVEL experimental energy levels within 0.001 cm 

−1 . 

There is also an excellent agreement between the measured relative intensities and 

the first-principles computed intensities. 

Fig. 5. An emission line of H 2 
16 O with significant disturbers in the neighbor- 

hood of the main peak. To obtain an accurate line position a deconvolution anal- 

ysis of the spectral feature is needed. Including the three small lines, 5, 6, and 7, 

in the deconvolution the position of the strong line changes from 6978.6128 cm 

−1 

to 6978.6116 cm 

−1 , the transition wavenumber calculated using MARVEL levels is 

6978.6118 cm 

−1 . 
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Fig. 6. Strongly overlapping peaks in the emission spectrum of H 2 
16 O, resolved 

with the help of the MB peak list. The red curve is the sum of the green single 

line shape curves and it is in excellent agreement with the black measured spec- 

trum. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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ines is integrated step by step during the deconvolution analysis of

he overlapping peaks. The result is a dynamic peak list where the

ineshape parameters are improved as the analysis is progressing.

he final peak list is found in fact at the end when the assignment

f the spectrum is completed. 

We used the MB peak list for a deconvolution procedure similar

o the one described by Mellau et al. [69] : using the SyMath pro-

ram the line position and intensity information from the MB peak

ist was integrated into the deconvolution of the emission spec-

rum. The heart of this type of analysis is the simultaneous refine-

ent of line positions and intensities. Thus, one needs an accurate

heoretical prediction for the intensity of the lines. For the analysis

f the HCN lines [69] , for example, effective formulas have been

sed to fit the band intensities. Here, on the other hand, we em-

loy the first-principles BT2 intensities. 

Figs. 4–6 contain edited screen shots from the SyMath analysis

rogram. These figures show the measured emission spectrum, the

oppler line shapes of the individual emission peaks, and the sim-

lated spectrum as the sum of the individual Doppler-broadened
ines. The inset tables of these figures are edited screen shots of

he SyMath user interface. For each peak the user interface allows

o select which lineshape parameter should be fixed (f) or adjusted

a) and, if necessary, set any parameters to predefined values. The

ables of Figs. 4–6 show pairs of colored f/a switch buttons and

elected parameter values: the first pair of columns corresponds

o the line position parameter of the Doppler line shape, while

he second and third pairs give line intensity and line width pa-

ameters, respectively. Occasionally an additional choice (and color

ode) has also been introduced, marking the lineshape parame-

ers fixed during the analysis of the calculated values of the MB

eak list. Note that line width parameters, with a few exceptions,

ave been fixed during the final spectrum analysis (see the insets

f Figs. 4–6 ). Nevertheless, in the majority of the cases they have

een adjusted in the first step of the analysis and then these values

ave been employed during the final analysis step. 

Fig. 4 shows an intense line, part of the (1 0 1) ← (0 0 0)

rogression with J = 16 ( vide supra ), with no major other overlap-

ing lines. In the MB peak list this peak corresponds to two nearby,

trong ortho - and para -H 2 
16 O lines. The MB peak list occasionally

ndicated that a measured line is a superposition of two “nearly

egenerate” transitions. In these cases we simulated, during the

econvolution analysis, the nearly degenerate ortho –para pairs ac-

ording to the predicted relative intensities. For the spectral fea-

ure of Fig. 4 the analysis progressed by fixing the line position of

ne of the peaks to the value predicted by the MB peak list. The

ntensity of this peak was fixed to a value so that after the de-

onvolution procedure the relative intensities of the two overlap-

ing peaks match the 1:3 ratio of the intensities given by the MB

eak list. In particular, according to the MB peak list there is an

rtho line at 6864.9790 cm 

−1 with a peak intensity of 0.043, while

he corresponding para line is at 6864.9794 cm 

−1 with an intensity

f 0.014. Fixing the para line position to the MB peak-list value

nd the intensity to 0.013, the deconvolution gives, for the experi-

ental ortho peak, 6864.9794 cm 

−1 for the position and 0.040 for

he intensity. This simple analysis step often allows to map, one by

ne, the experimental peak list to the MB peak list. In many other

ases an alternative analysis was made: first, a single peak was ad-

usted and then, in a second step, two peaks have been defined

ith a common line position and an exact 1:3 intensity ratio, with

he intensity based on the parameters determined during the first

tep. 
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Fig. 7. Two examples of measured emission lines incorporating self-absorption fea- 

tures. We simulated the self-absorption lines with a combined emission and ab- 

sorption line shape with two different line widths and intensities but a common 

line position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. An example when some of the MB peak positions do not coincide, within 

experimental accuracy, with the emission lines that make up the observed spectral 

features. This happens for transitions for which the uncertainty of the correspond- 

ing MARVEL energy levels is as large as 0.02 cm 

−1 . This slightly off-centered MAR- 

VEL prediction improves after including the newly measured experimental peak in 

the MARVEL analysis. 

Fig. 9. Due to the accurate intensity match between theory and experiment, it is 

possible to detect and assign transitions not present in the MB peak list even in the 

case where the new transition overlaps with other peaks. This peak corresponds 

to a transition between states where either the lower and/or the upper energy 

levels are missing from the MARVEL list of rovibrational energies. There is a first- 

principles transition corresponding to this line. 
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Fig. 5 shows a slightly more complicated case: a measured line

overlaps with some peaks of much smaller intensity. In general,

the accuracy of the deconvolution analysis depends on the addi-

tional knowledge we can include in the analysis regarding the form

of the lineshape, the number of overlapping peaks, and the po-

sition and intensity of some of the overlapping peaks. The small

peaks in Fig. 5 disturb the position and the intensity of the main

peak; to obtain an accurate line position and intensity a deconvo-

lution analysis of the spectral feature is needed [69] . Including the

small lines 5, 6, and 7 in the deconvolution, the position of the

main line changes from 6978.6128 cm 

−1 to 6978.6116 cm 

−1 ; the

transition wavenumber calculated using MARVEL energy levels is

6978.6118 cm 

−1 . 

In some cases, especially for peaks with low intensity, the lines

in the emission spectrum are composed of two or often consider-

ably more peaks, resulting in various spectral features with rela-

tively large effective widths. For example, for the spectral feature

shown in Fig. 5 the width is 0.13 cm 

−1 . The red curve of Fig. 6 is

the sum of the green single line shape curves and is in excellent

agreement with the black curve of the measured spectrum. Even

though the majority of the lineshape parameters are fixed to the

values of the MB peak list, this analysis gives us important experi-

mental results: in the process of the labeling we know that in this

wavenumber region there are no peaks with an intensity greater

than 0.0 0 09 and we have some overall experimental information

regarding the intensity of the measured peaks. 

The hot water emission spectrum investigated contains self-

absorption spectral features, as well (an example is given in Fig. 7 ).

SyMath allows to assign a different lineshape to each peak present

in the deconvolution analysis. We simulated the self-absorption

lines with a combined emission and absorption line shape with

two different line widths and intensities, but a common line po-

sition. In the majority of the cases, we fixed the intensity of the

emission part to the value computed for a pure emission case. It is

somewhat uncertain whether such a spectral feature in the emis-

sion spectrum should be assigned to two separate, nearby peaks or

to a single self-absorption feature. For the spectrum studied in this

work the position of all self-absorption features have been pre-

dicted by MARVEL energies and thus simulated by a single peak. 

Some MB peaks do not coincide, within experimental accuracy,

with the emission lines that make up the observed spectral fea-

tures. This happens especially for transitions for which the accu-

racy of the corresponding MARVEL energy levels is only 0.02 cm 

−1 ,

an uncertainty much larger than the usual uncertainty of the em-

pirical MARVEL energy levels. Fig. 8 shows such a case, where us-
ng the deconvolution procedure we can determine accurate peak

ositions. Including these new transitions in the MARVEL analysis

rotocol results in energy levels with significantly improved accu-

acy and precision. 

Due to the accurate intensity match between theory and ex-

eriment it is possible to detect and assign transitions not present

n the MB peak list even when the new transition overlaps with

any other peaks. Fig. 9 shows emission peaks at 7025.9 cm 

−1 ,

here the MB peak list does not predict one of the experimental

eaks. This peak corresponds to a transition between states where

ither the lower and/or the upper energy levels are missing from

he MARVEL list of rovibrational energies. The experimental peak

t 7025.903 cm 

−1 has no MARVEL counterpart and thus leads to a

ew energy level. Note also that there is a first-principles line with

 suitable label for the peaks shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . 
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Fig. 10. Nearly linear relationship between the K a quantum number and the MAR- 

VEL energies for the (3 0 0) vibrational band, shown by the black dots. The red dot 

shows a missing energy level. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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. Assignment of the spectrum 

.1. Mapping experimental and MB peaks 

A computerized search algorithm was developed to map the

easured emission peaks to the MB peak list as well as to first-

rinciples BT2 transitions if a peak was found to be missing from

he MB peak list. The mapping algorithm uses both wavenumber

nd intensity matching criteria: for each experimental peak, start-

ng with the most intense one, the algorithm searches for unas-

igned transitions that simultaneously fulfill the 0.006 cm 

−1 line

osition and 40% intensity match criteria. Based on the line po-

ition and intensity calibration ( Figs. 2 and 3 ), these conservative

hoices appeared to be reasonable for an automated search. When

ore than one transition matches the criteria, the “closest one” in

ntensity and position is chosen, with priority given to the position

atch. 

The search algorithm takes into account that in some cases, in

articular for overlapping ortho and para transitions, only a single

eak is present in the measured peak list (not all such peaks have

een replaced by two peaks with corresponding relative intensities

uring the deconvolution procedure). In such cases the experimen-

al peak may be at a slightly shifted wavenumber from those of the

rue ortho and para transitions and its intensity differs from the

omputed values. We calculated a virtual peak list with a single

osition and intensity entry for the cases with overlapping ortho

nd para peaks. The assignment algorithm checked this ortho –para

onvoluted peak list and in many cases proposed reasonable as-

ignments, especially for the low-intensity peaks. 

.2. Search for unknown energy levels 

The MARVEL database of H 2 
16 O [4] is the largest available em-

irical rovibrational eigenenergy database for this molecule. The

ccuracy and completeness of this database allowed us to develop

 computerized algorithm to detect new experimental energy lev-

ls based only on MARVEL transitions and first-principles BT2 line

ntensities, without the use of an effective Hamiltonian. We used

his algorithm to map emission peaks to BT2 transitions for which

nly the lower MARVEL level is known. 

The first step in the assignment is the selection of an unas-

igned experimental peak with approximately the same intensity

s that of the BT2 line. Choosing the proper “free” experimental

eak is not a straightforward task, there are at least three aspects

hat make this step difficult. First, the majority of the unassigned

eaks has low intensity and the density of such peaks is high. Sec-

nd, at low intensity there is a significant blending in the experi-

ental spectrum, the quality of the deconvolution decreases with

ecreasing line intensity. Third, the BT2 lines can be shifted by as

uch as 0.5 cm 

−1 from the experimental lines. Therefore, some-

imes there remains an ambiguity in assigning an experimental

eak to a predicted BT2 line. 

To at least partially circumvent these difficulties, we attempted

o confirm the assignment of the upper state by looking for other

T2 transitions with the selected upper state in the measured 6600

o 7050 cm 

−1 region. As a further constraint, during this procedure

e chose those experimental peaks which shifted from the respec-

ive BT2 transitions by approximately the same amount. After find-

ng the proper experimental peak, we made an approximation for

he energy of the new upper state: the wavenumber of the exper-

mental peak plus the MARVEL energy of the lower level. 

.3. Labels 

As a final step, for each detected transition with an unknown

pper state the vibrational and rotational labels (only J is known
rom BT2) have to be determined. The labels were generated based

n the following considerations: 

• A list of possible vibrational quantum numbers ( v 1 v 2 v 3 ) can

be generated by using BT2 vibrational energy levels and the

rotational energy value of the given [ J K a K c ] in the ground vi-

brational state. The sum of these two energies must fall into a

predefined range in order to consider the label further. 
• The rotational quantum numbers [ JK a K c ] must fulfill the follow-

ing selection rules: �J = 0 , ±1 ; �K a = 0 , ±1 , ±3 , as well as the

parity selection rule. 
• Possible upper levels are constructed from the possible vi-

brational band origins (VBO) and possible rotational upper

levels with the following constraint [4] : (−1) (v 
up 
3 

+ K up 
a + K up 

c ) =
(−1) (v 

low 
3 

+ K low 
a + K low 

c ) . 
• Check the MARVEL dataset and rule out those possible upper

levels which already exist in MARVEL. 
• Delete those levels which do not satisfy the assumption that

the energy must increase with an increase in K a . 

With the help of the above considerations we usually obtained

–15 possible labels. To facilitate selection of the correct one we

id the following: 

• We have developed a “hole-finding” algorithm, which searches

for “holes” in the MARVEL energy-level list. Then we investi-

gated which predicted energy value fits the hole the best. To

find this “hole” we apply two linear approximations. We sup-

pose that there are linear relationships between (a) K a and the

MARVEL energy values within the same VBO; and (b) the VBOs

and the MARVEL energy values for a given rotational state.

Fig. 10 shows this linear relationship between K a and the MAR-

VEL energies for the (3 0 0) vibrational band. The red dot rep-

resents an unknown energy level. Fig. 11 shows the [ JK a K c ] =
[16 0 16] rotational energies for different vibrational states. As

can be seen, there are two “holes”, for the vibrational states

(1 3 0) and (2 1 0). Although these approximations are rather

inaccurate (50–200 cm 

−1 ) in their absolute energy values, due

to the clear observed tendencies they can be used to confirm

labels for so far unknown rovibrational states. 
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Fig. 11. The rotational energies of [ JK a K c ] = [16 0 16] for different vibrational states 

( v 1 v 2 v 3 ). 
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• In some cases selecting the correct quantum numbers can be

based on pairing a MARVEL energy (if it exists, e.g. , the pair of

(2 0 0) [12 11 1] is (2 0 0) [12 11 x ]), and only one (or none) can

be found in MARVEL. If this energy pair is close to the predicted

energy, it is the best label for the new level. 
• To some extent, our decisions have been based on the investi-

gation of other (new) transitions the new energy level partici-

pates in. We employed a scoring scheme based on how these

transitions obey selection rules. Those transitions are consid-

ered best which obey strict selection rules, �K a = 0, 1, and 3;

a penalty score was employed for those transitions which do

not obey them. 

The difficulty with all these rules, and possible assignments, is

that in emission spectra the simple selection rules stated are not

that strict. Certain other transitions can happen; naturally, with

lower probability than �K a = 0, 1, and 3. However, we consid-

ered the label of a new energy level to be more viable if the cor-

responding transitions are better in the sense of obeying simpler

selection rules. 

Unfortunately, none of the above criteria is stronger than the

other. There is no clear rule about their order, often times one

must rely on “intuition”. Careful, one-by-one investigation of the

above criteria was needed for finding out the correct labels for the

new energy levels. It is also important to note that not all of the

above criteria can be employed in each and every case, due to the

lack of suitable MARVEL energy levels. 

4.4. New transitions corresponding to old energy levels 

The MB peak list contains more than 96 0 0 0 lines in the spec-

tral region of the emission spectrum with a relative intensity larger

than 0.0 0 02. During the last SyMath refinement, we retrieved

from the emission spectrum recorded about 6700 peaks. In this

work we assigned close to 3700 of these peaks. All of the mea-

sured peaks with a relative intensity larger than 0.005 and not suf-

fering from self-absorption have been assigned. 

In 73% of the cases an automatic assignment was feasible as

the measured peaks do coincide, within experimental uncertainty,

with transitions predicted using MARVEL eigenenergies. In the rest

of the cases, where the automatic assignment procedure was not

able to assign the emission peaks, it was still possible to assign

the peaks by a careful visual inspection. 
Finally, note that a few relatively large peaks with an intensity

f 0.0 0 05–0.0 01 have been assigned to OH transitions. 

.5. Correcting the MARVEL dataset 

11 of the predicted MB peaks proved to be outliers when com-

ared to the present observed spectrum. Therefore, the corre-

ponding information was deleted from the MARVEL dataset. These

B peaks originate from energy levels obtained from poorly de-

ned experimental transitions, they mostly come from previous

mission studies. The following previously reported [4] energy lev-

ls had to be deleted based on the present emission measure-

ent: (1 0 1)[15 5 10], (1 0 1)[15 10 6], (0 0 2)[16 7 10], and

2 0 0)[15 6 10]. 

.6. Transitions leading to new energy levels 

We found about 100 relatively intense peaks that were miss-

ng from the MB peak list. These are the lines which would define

ew experimental energy levels if successfully assigned. In fact, we

etermined 23 new rovibrational levels of H 2 
16 O and character-

zed them in this work (see the E up entries of Table 1 ). A first-

rinciples-based assignment procedure similar to that described

bove was employed to assign these peaks. 

The first set of assigned peaks have known experimental lower

tates and the upper level is participating in at least two transi-

ions (see Table 1 ). Based on these measured transitions, we de-

ermined the eigenenergy of 10 new rovibrational states. In most

ases both the BT2 and the measured intensities of the second

ransition confirming the assignment are rather low. It is then not

traightforward to find the corresponding experimental peak. 

The further new rovibrational levels reported in Table 1 have

een determined based on only one observed transition. We are

onfident that the labels determined for this second set are cor-

ect as they correspond to close-lying ortho –para pairs. Close-lying

rtho –para pairs formed a special case during our search for new

nergy levels: if the ortho part of a pair is already assigned, we

an detect the peak corresponding to the para transition pair based

n the position and the well-defined difference between the mea-

ured and the predicted intensity. In these cases choosing the cor-

ect label for the assigned peak is straightforward. 

A special case of ortho –para pairs is where the ortho part of

he pair remained unassigned in the automated procedure due to

 MARVEL energy level with insufficient accuracy. In such cases

 careful visual investigation of the spectrum and the predicted

ARVEL and BT2 wavenumbers and labels allows the assign ment

f the two peaks of the ortho –para pair. In such cases we corrected

he “bad” MARVEL entry, shifted it to the correct value, and then

he corresponding para part was assigned. 

It is of interest to note here that in the transitions leading to

ewly assigned energy levels only the following lower vibrational

tates are involved: (0 0 0), (1 0 0), (0 1 0), and (0 0 1). The up-

er vibrational states show only a slightly larger variety: (1 0 1),

2 0 0), (1 1 1), (2 1 0), (3 0 0), and (2 0 1). The J rotational

uantum number is also constrained to a relatively narrow range,

0 ≤ J ≤ 16. 

. Summary and conclusions 

Investigation of an emission spectrum recorded at high reso-

ution at 1943 K in the wavenumber range of 6600–7050 cm 

−1 

ielded a large number of transitions not available from previous

tudies and a small number of new rovibrational energy levels. 

The emission spectrum corresponds to more than 6700 identi-

ed peaks, more than half of them (about 3700) could be assigned,
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Table 1 

New rovibrational energy levels ( E up ) of H 2 
16 O determined by newly measured emission lines ( ̃ ν) and the corresponding assignments. 

˜ ν/cm 

−1 E up /cm 

−1 ( v 1 v 2 v 3 ) up [ JK a K c ] up E low /cm 

−1 ( v 1 v 2 v 3 ) low [ JK a K c ] low p/o 10 3 I BT2 
rel 

10 3 I meas 
rel 

6781.986(6) 9734.37(1) (2 0 0) 15 2 14 2952.387(4) (0 0 0) 16 1 15 p 35 34 

6861.790(10) (2 0 0) 15 2 14 2872.580(2) (0 0 0) 15 3 13 p 7 8 

7025.903(6) 10792.2892(6) (1 0 1) 12 12 1 3766.387(8) (0 0 0) 12 12 0 p 113 117 

6704.309(6) (1 0 1) 12 12 1 4087.981(4) (0 0 0) 13 12 2 p 7 7 

6650.015(6) 11077.243(6) (1 0 1) 15 9 6 4427.228(5) (0 0 0) 16 9 7 p 19 29 

7031.959(6) (1 0 1) 15 9 6 4045.286(2) (0 0 0) 15 9 7 p 26 41 

7007.273(6) 11438.911(6) (1 0 1) 14 12 3 4431.638(2) (0 0 0) 14 12 2 p 50 54 

6998.679(6) 11767.909(6) (1 1 1) 11 10 1 4769.233(2) (0 1 0) 11 10 2 p 44 66 a 

6703.766(6) (1 1 1) 11 10 1 5064.143(3) (0 1 0) 12 10 2 p 8 6 a 

6659.366(6) 11868.371(6) (1 1 1) 13 8 5 5208.992(2) (0 1 0) 14 8 6 p 17 12 

6996.409(6) (1 1 1) 13 8 5 4 871.94 9(2) (0 1 0) 13 8 6 p 20 27 

6964.433(6) 11931.476(6) (1 0 1) 14 14 1 4967.043(2) (0 0 0) 14 14 0 p 49 50 

6613.342(6) 11955.694(6) (2 1 0) 14 6 9 5342.347(2) (0 1 0) 15 7 8 o 48 33 

6975.479(6) (2 1 0) 14 6 9 4980.223(2) (0 1 0) 14 7 8 o 24 24 

6974.305(6) 12040.534(6) (1 0 1) 15 13 2 5066.230(2) (0 0 0) 15 13 3 p 34 35 

6991.493(6) 12055.635(6) (1 1 1) 12 10 3 5064.143(2) (0 1 0) 12 10 2 p 30 30 

6674.084(6) (1 1 1) 12 10 3 5381.553(3) (0 1 0) 13 10 4 p 9 12 

6953.249(6) 12292.921(6) (1 0 1) 15 14 1 5339.673(2) (0 0 0) 15 14 2 p 29 27 a 

6931.151(6) 12545.239(6) (1 0 1) 15 15 0 5614.090(2) (0 0 0) 15 15 1 p 34 31 

6948.047(6) 12560.540(6) (1 1 1) 12 12 1 5612.494(3) (0 1 0) 12 12 0 p 31 32 

6941.911(6) 12675.065(6) (1 0 1) 16 14 2 5733.155(2) (0 0 0) 16 14 3 o 49 49 b 

6941.911(6) 12675.065(6) (1 0 1) 16 14 3 5733.155(2) (0 0 0) 16 14 2 p 16 16 a 

6716.703(6) 12856.025(6) (3 0 0) 10 9 2 6139.323(2) (0 0 1) 10 9 1 o 34 34 b 

6990.421(6) (3 0 0) 10 9 2 5865.604(2) (1 0 0) 10 8 3 o 6 14 b 

6716.703(6) 12856.025(5) (3 0 0) 10 9 1 6139.323(2) (0 0 1) 10 9 2 p 11 11 a 

6990.421(6) (3 0 0) 10 9 1 5865.604(2) (1 0 0) 10 8 2 p 1 5 a 

6928.998(6) 13209.560(6) (1 1 1) 14 12 2 6280.563(3) (0 1 0) 14 12 3 o 44 45 b 

6928.998(6) 13209.560(6) (1 1 1) 14 12 3 6280.563(3) (0 1 0) 14 12 2 p 11 15 a 

6698.765(6) 13393.335(6) (3 0 0) 12 9 4 6694.579(2) (0 0 1) 12 9 3 o 18 19 b 

6987.805(6) (3 0 0) 12 9 4 6405.517(2) (0 0 1) 11 9 3 o 8 18 

6976.049(6) (3 0 0) 12 9 4 6417.296(2) (1 0 0) 12 8 5 o 8 17 

6698.765(6) 13393.338(6) (3 0 0) 12 9 3 6694.578(2) (0 0 1) 12 9 4 p 6 6 a 

6767.947(6) 13553.544(6) (2 0 1) 11 11 0 6785.599(3) (1 0 0) 11 11 1 p 20 26 

6751.835(6) 12164.836(6) (0 5 1) 9 0 9 5413.003(2) (0 3 0) 8 0 8 p 11 11 

a Adjusted measured intensity, obtained after subtracting the intensity corresponding to the coincident ortho line. 
b Adjusted measured intensity, obtained after subtracting the intensity corresponding to the coincident para line. 
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ielding close to 4100 assignments, employing an elaborate iter-

tive procedure developed during the present study. The assign-

ent procedure builds heavily on previously determined empirical

MARVEL) rovibrational energy levels and accurate first-principles

ntensities. Both the transitions obtained from the experimental

nergy levels and the intensities proved to be highly useful during

he assignment of the measured emission spectrum. For example,

he accuracy of the computed intensities allowed the identification

f coincident ortho - and para -H 2 
16 O transitions. 

There are about 4500 energy levels taking part in the mea-

ured and assigned transitions, about 2800 of these are upper en-

rgy levels. There are more than 1300 transitions observed for the

rst time which connect previously measured energy levels. These

ransitions define about 1300 new fundamental cycles of the ex-

erimental spectroscopic network of H 2 
16 O, considerably enhanc-

ng any MARVEL-type analysis of the available experimental infor-

ation. In fact, due to the inclusion of the new transitions in the

ARVEL analysis the average accuracy of the energy levels taking

art in the newly measured transitions decreased from 0.0047 to

.0036 cm 

−1 , a significant improvement of the MARVEL database

f H 2 
16 O transitions. 

The measured peak list of the present investigation and the as-

igned transitions are available as Supplementary Information to

his paper. This information is also part of the ReSpecTh informa-

ion system, which can be accessed via http://www.respecth.hu/ . 
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